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List of Best medical colleges in Nagaland
List of Best medical colleges in Nagaland
List of Best medical colleges in Nagaland: Are you wishing to study Medical in Nagaland ?
Though institutions offer higher study courses. So far as Medical is concerned,Bachelor of
Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (M.B.B.S) is not offered by any institution.The National Institute
of Technology in Dimapur offers Bachelor of Siddha Medicine and Surgery (B.S.M.S) and The
Global Open University offers Post Graduate Diploma in Medicine. The aspirants of M.B.B.S would
have to go to other state for the course. The two courses and offering institutions are mentioned in
this article. The aspirants would have a great help from this article for the courses offered.

Nagaland is also one of the disturbed states of North-East India. The state’s eastern border lies
beside Burma (now Myanmar), the western border touches Assam, the northern to Arunachal
Pradesh and the southern border touches Manipur. The state capital is Kohima whereas the largest
city is Dimapur. The Naga inhabitants lead conservative life to large extent. Instead of being logical,
most of them are sticked with taboo. They follow the taboo as the order of the God.The 17 tribes
are dwelling in the state. They are Ao, Angami, Chang, Konyak, Lotha, Sumi, Chakhesang,
Khiamniungan, Dimasa, Kachari, Phom, Rengma, Sangtam, Yimchunger, Kuki, Zeme-Liangmai
(Zeliang), Pochury and Rongmei. However, each tribe is unique in character with its distinct
customs, language and wearing.Language and religion are common to all and English is in
predominant use. Significantly, it is one the three Indian states where the population is mostly
Christians.
Also Read - About Jawaharlal Nehru Medical College Aligarh, Cutoff and Ranking Procedure

1. NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY-[NIT],DimapurNIT offers 5-year full time Bachelor of Siddha Medicine and Surgery (B.S.M.S) course.The yearly
fees of the course is Rs.79,590.

Candidates passed the Higher Secondary Examination with Mathematics,Physics and Chemistry
as three of the four subjects of study under Part 3 or any Examination recognized as Equivalent.
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Refer www.nitnagaland.ac.in/ for details.
Also Read - List of medical colleges in Rajasthan

2. THE GLOBAL OPEN
UNIVERSITY-[TGOU],DimapurTGOU offers 1-year Post Graduate Diploma correspondence course in Clinical Research,
Health,Safety & Environment and Nutrition Healing. The yearly fees for the courses is Rs.9,335.

Candidates having Bachelor’s degree or Equivalent from a recognized university obtaining
minimum 55% marks are eligible for admission. For details refer https://nagaland.net.in/
Also Read - List of Best medical colleges in Tamil Nadu
Also Read - List of Best medical colleges in Odisha
Also Read - How to prepare good Study Notes ( Incredible Tips )
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